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Putting Life into your Landscape” Autumn 2017      

Editorial 

 
The summer season is now over and autumn is creeping up on us. Not yet quite time to start coppicing, but leaves are starting to 

fall from the trees and the season of mud seems to be upon us.  

 

We have had a good year with charcoal this summer. We have a couple more outlets who seem to be doing quite well, and we 

find once people have converted to British charcoal, whoever supplies it, they seem to stick with it rather than going back to the 

imported stuff. Good for the environment, good for British woodlands, reduces transport miles and good for British charcoal 

burners.  

 

Shows have been more disappointing. We have had some good ones, but down a bit on last year, and some pretty poor ones too. 

Glad to say that even if they aren’t buying, people seem reasonably interested in what we are doing, so raising the profile of  

coppicing with the general public, which can’t be a bad thing.  

 

A good number of us were at Zions Hill this year, and I think we all put on a good show for them. Hampshire Coppice  

Craftsmen’s Group also had a collective stand at the Oak Fair at Stock Gaylard in deepest (and I mean deepest) Dorset. Dorset 

Coppice Group were set up at the opposite end of the site, and I think both Groups did well, demonstrating and selling a wide 

range of coppice and woodland products. We took our Hookway retort kiln down there, which, much to the delight of nearby 

stallholders, produced a lot less smoke than Peter Jameson’s ring kiln. He tells me it is the soil there, but last I saw of it there was 

smoke coming out everywhere. He does a good line in smoke does Peter! 

 

The end of the show season is in sight, with the Weald and Downland Autumn Fair being one of the last. There were  

competitions for spar, hurdle and besom making as in past years, so there will be a report, hopefully with results, for all of them in 

the next issue of the Teller.  

 

Our orders for firewood and log sacks have started to increase. Every 1st September, people suddenly think; it’s Autumn, must 

get the logs in. We have some of our regular customers trained to order in the summer now, which at least spreads the load a bit, 

and gives us a bit of cash flow in the summer to augment the charcoal sales.   

 

Hope to have the Chairmans Report again for the next issue.  

 

Chris Westcott (Editor of the Teller) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members Meeting 

 
There will be a Members Meeting at Otterbourne Village Hall on Saturday 4th November at 7p.m. for 7.30. We will be showing 

films taken at the  Fleckenstein earth burn and some taken as part of the coppice archive project from several years ago. There 

will also be a chance to have a chat to other members and tea, coffee and refreshments will be available.  

 

Hope to see as many of you as possible  
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 No Boats, but certainly Trains, Planes and Automobiles 

 
Mr. Waters and crew received an invitation by the European Charcoal Burners Association to attend their Assembly and earth 

burn event. It was held in August in Castle Fleckenstein which is in France (by 1500m) but part of the Black Forest. The trees 

grow tall over there; more of that later.  

 

Alan’s crew of eight, Alan and Jo Waters, Peter and Lynne Etheridge, James Hookway, Rebecca Oakes, Alan Sage, Jane Ponton 

and myself, were travelling various routes at various times. Alan and Jo went by car ferry from Portsmouth as the advance guard 

a week early, Alan Sage lived the provencal goumet life style wandering through France with his camper van after having started 

from Dover, Peter and Lynne sailed from Weymouth and had a night or two in Paris, James and Rebecca as our friends up north 

came the Tunnel, but as no windows in James van, elected to go freight service for speed. Jane and myself took off from Stan-

stead airport, flew to Strasbourg and then train to Lembach, a distinct lack of taxis so as automobiles go ended up in the Mayoral 

car but that’s a long story.  

 

The village of Fleckenstein gets totally behind the Charcoal Convention. As 

you enter the village there is a replica of an earth burn and a statue of a  

charcoal burner. The local shops all have a charcoal related window display; 

the baker had a cake in the shape of an earthburn, the hairdresser had a pair of 

charcoal rakes with other displays in other shop windows.  

 

Castle Fleckenstein is a stunning location for a hearth. The earth burn is the 

largest I have ever seen, 64 cu m. of split beech which had been harvested by 

a communal effort just after Christmas . The kiln had been lit for ten days 

when we arrived and had approximately 10 days to go. They turf with 

1000mm (4’) sods and can walk around on theirs! (Do not try this on a hay 

burn.) 

 

They lit a small (approximately 6m or 17’) kiln whilst we were there-lit by the 

2017 Charcoal Queen with accompanying brass horns, pomp and ceremony.  

 

With 300+ delegates there the catering was very slick and good on the meat 

courses, salad appears to count as veg.  

 

I found it strange to be at an earthburn with no tools and nothing to do apart from 

watch.  

 

Several trips were organised . The Maginot Line was interesting to see, but just 

the once will do me. There was a trip to an iron mine which ties in with the  

heritage of charcoal production in that region.[And in ours as there are still the 

remains of iron furnaces in Sussex run on charcoal. Ed] The winery trip was a 

modern winery with some new barrels. Making enquiries, the barrels were made 

20km up the road. The cooperage was unfortunately not included in the trip.  

 

Fleckenstein was an interesting village. In the church, the pews were 400mm 

(16”) wide, 75mm (3”) thick and over 40’ long. A whole church full so they are 

used to milling long lengths of timber which bore out what we saw in the  

sawmill stack yard and on timber haulage lorries.  They kept their saw logs as 

tree lengths.  

 

 

Amongst the 300 delegates we were the only burners who practise all three generations of method. The Germans and French in 

the majority either produce in retorts or even charcoal plants or get together like the village of Fleckenstein and do one or two big 

earth burns per year.  

 

The trip back was on Eurostar and Rebecca invited  us from ordinary class for a brief visit into first class after she had finished 

dinner (who says there is no money in writing books.) 

 

I was very impressed with the French railways and wonder what ours could have been like if a government in the 1960s had not 

commissioned a report into efficiency on railways with the Committee headed by somebody with strong links in road building. 

The screen in the carriage periodically displayed the speed of travel and at one point reached 318 km p hr. (197.6 mph). 

 

I thank my travelling companion, fellow charcoal earth burner Jane Ponton. She was the organised one and is better at languages 

than me. I am not sure what skills inspired her to invite me to travel with her,  but I am glad she did. This was only my second 

time flying and second time abroad, the first being some years ago as a school trip.  

 

They say  travel broadens the mind, and it did.         (continued on page 3) 

Cut out sign, pretend charcoal burner and real 

burner. 

Alan Waters with main earth burn in  

background 
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Do we have a Led Zeppelin fan in the group? 

 
The reason I ask is I was recently in a megastore (I try not to be there often) and saw a re-issue of a 

vinyl record of Led Zeppelins fourth album. It was the fact that my eldest daughter is into vinyl LPs 

excluding her non-cool Dad had something in a record box that must have been cool enough for her 

to take her inheritance early that made me pick it up for a look. On the back there is a picture of a  

wizened old man with a faggot on his back.  

 

Given in the 70s was a time when album covers were considered high art work, and the pictures 

generally related to some concept within the album so can some member inform me why the pic-

ture.  

 

Peter Jameson 

We went to Surrey and it was just like going to the theatre.  

 
You would have read in Surrey and Sussex Coppice Group newsletter that they circulate to us that they were having an AGM 

which could be described as make or break for the Group.  

 

Their Chair, Chris Letchford was standing down for understandable family reasons, longstanding Committee member and past 

Chair John Sinclair was standing down as he intends to re-locate to Worcestershire, and half the rest of the Committee were not 

seeking re-election, so ’at the brink’ was a fair description.  

 

Toni, Adam Hurran and myself decided to travel and give them some moral support and/or, depending on result if it was  

necessary to offer HCCG help in the short term. And for HCCG we had seen the meeting first hand. Paul Vodden travelled from 

Essex to support his old group, but there were two notable absences from the land of chestnut.  

 

Thankfully Wayne Jones agreed to stand as Chair and he has built a Committee around him with two of the existing Committee 

for continuity. We wish him well for the future. It appeared that a few of the posts, treasurer and membership had been notified in 

advance but the rest, and definitely the Chair, were in the room. The atmosphere was electric; just like good theatre but hopefully 

we will not see it again in either Surrey and Sussex, or closer to home.  

 

Peter Jameson 

 

The Committee of Hampshire Coppice Craftsmen’s Group are pleased to hear that a new Chair and Committee have been found 

by Surrey and Sussex Coppice Group, and wish them every success in the future.  

The French have a respect for their land workers (the lager advert is true), which we do not yet have back in the UK, but keep the 

faith with the Coppice Group and in a year or three who knows.  

 

This article was written on another hearth at Stock Gaylard Oak Fair. [ and it showed as I had to translate and type it, then get 

identification of some of the most difficult words to read, but thanks for the copy Peter. Ed] 

 

Peter Jameson.   

Courses at the Sustainability Centre– East Meon 

 
Les Brannon will be running the following courses at the Sustainability Centre; 

 

Coppice Management  Saturday 20th January 2018 09.30-16.30 

Hedgelaying    Saturday 3rd February 2018 09.30-16.30 

Making a rustic stool   Saturday 10th March 2018 09.30-16.30 

Making a gate hurdle  Saturday 30th June 2018 09.30-17.00 

 

For booking or further enquires please contact; http://www.sustainability-centre.org/adult-courses.html  

http://www.sustainability-centre.org/adult-courses.html
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Look at the Shows 

 

South Downs Show, Queen Elizabeth Park 

 
After a wet and windy Saturday last year and a windy Friday for those setting up we were pleasantly surprised on the Saturday. 

The visitors started piling in and the car park was filling up quickly.  

 

The group was all placed together right by the entrance and receiving a lot of interest in Dave Lister demonstrating spars and  

Kester with his pole Lathe. 

 

Small speck of rain in the early afternoon managed to see off a lot of the t-shirt wearing families 

leaving just the well weathered but still a large crowd. 

 

Sunday meanwhile started sunny, stayed sunny and yet again full of visitors. The main arena was 

full of spectators. The main attraction was surprisingly the gun dogs with no sense of direction; its 

amazing if they ever retrieve anything, however they were funny. 

 

Finally as the show closed the rain began to fall making for a lively 

pack up and exit. 

 

All in all the show exceeded 6,500 visitors so very much worth a 

group attendance. As long as you display a craft then the pitch is free. 

Adam Hurren 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We found the Saturday a better day for selling as the people who attended seemed more interested in what was going on around 

them. For some reason on the Sunday, a moderate number of people came, spent no more than an hour, then departed. It wasn’t 

because there wasn’t plenty to do and see, because we had some people leave charcoal with us for pretty well the whole day, and 

there was plenty going on in the arena and elsewhere.  

As Adam said, the gun dogs the other side of the valley were very amusing. It was laid out as three sepa-

rate courses, and the prize has to go for the dog in the middle course who couldn’t find the lure on his 

course, pushed his way through the fence into the top course, jumped over the fence into the car park, 

then when a lure was fired in the top course, leapt back and picked it up before the dog supposed to be 

picking it up had a chance. One rather confused other dog, and mislaid dog wagging tail and trying to 

make out how clever it was.  

A picture of my favourite rocking chair made by Jim Steele; a last chance as it has been sold now. The 

picture on the top right shows Kester’s pole lathe with Adam and Matt’s laid ‘hedge’ behind, and the 

convenient, though occasionally malodorous loos behind that.  

 

 

Chris Westcott 
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Stock Gaylard Oak Fair 

 
This year the HCCG stand was pure Hampshire coppice members, as Jim Bettle, the original stand holder, and for 10 years the 

once a year double act of what you call two charcoal burners (Jim and Peter); most people answer trouble, was absent.  

 

Jim was abroad on Her Majesty’s Service, now that he has arrived as the new James Bond of the charcoal world, tutoring ring 

kilns in Mongolia on government funded training initiatives. We look forward to reading of his exploits in this newsletter or the 

Dorset newsletter, but that’s another story.  

 

To show something different from the ring kiln and allow for the tighter stand spacing as 

there were 40 new exhibitors, the Westcotts brought cross county their Hookway retort, 

which was lit to provide a suitable atmosphere for our stand.  

 

In addition to the Hookway retort, Kester and Peter were on pole lathe (no, not at the same 

time), Ern Steel was making hazel hurdles and spars, Jackie Broomfield her usual leather 

work, but with wood as flagon stoppers or hair slide pins (good job Peter had a hair cut a 

month or two back so his hair was not long enough to model one), Dave and Carol Dibden 

were doing gypsy flowers on Saturday and Les and Toni Brannon were doing clothes pegs 

on Sunday.  

 

The show was, as previously said, a little bit bigger this year. A friendly atmosphere with 

the ticketing arranged by Bransons but the layout of the show and recruiting the exhibitors 

being retained hands on by the Langmead family.  

 

We flew the Hampshire flag just to bait another Coppice group on the other side of the field, 

and a few of them came over for a chat. HCCG members Trevor and Mrs. Kill, Darren 

Hammerton and friend, Ken Galton, Matt England and family were at the show as visitors. I 

apologise if I missed seeing any other HCCG members, but I did have my chin well down to 

the tool rest at the time, in spite of the heat, but do not knock the heat because no rain both days.  

 

I particularly enjoyed the Wessex Ancient Technology Group’s pottery firing display and the comedy of somebody else with a 

room heater on their stand on a hot day.  Tony Hode and friends turned out the heavy horses.  

 

I must be getting old because I only spent a pound on the Tools for Self  

Reliance stand on the basis of one of the few advantages of getting old is you 

look at a second hand tool and either think ‘mine’s better than that one’ or ‘I 

have used something else almost as good’ for so long that you carry on.  

 

Ern the Hurdle and Charcoal Peter would like to publicly thank Leather Jackie 

for two wonderful camp fireside meals. [ And John and Chris Westcott thank 

her for one excellent one on Saturday evening, and to Peter for taking us to find 

a distant chip shop on Friday. Ed] 

 

Looking at the programme of Stoke Gaylard Oak Fair on this its 13th year,  

Andrew Langmead proffers an explanation of where the name comes from; 

It is believed that the word ‘Stock’ is derived from the Saxon word ‘Stoches’ 

meaning wood or timber, while Gaylard is possibly a corruption of the ‘de 

Colyard’ who was a previous owner of the land.  

 

So we are proud as Hampshire Coppice Craftsmen’s Group to continue the tradition of working the oak going back to Saxon 

times.  

 

Peter Jameson 
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Management Committee 

 

Peter Lane, Member 01425 654413 (Chairman) 

Toni Brannon, Assoc 02392 580988 (Secretary and 

Membership) 

Steve Reed, Assoc (Treasurer) 

John Westcott, Member 02392 596720 (Vice Chairman) 
Christine Westcott, Member 02392 596720 

(The Teller co-editor) 

Peter Jameson, Member 01202 603202  

Phil Clayton  Member 

Kester Westcott  Member 

Adam Hurren Member 

Trevor Kill Member 

Text alert and Contact Details 

 
HCCG now has a Text alert for members meetings, but we 

can only send it if we have your mobile number. If you would 

be interested in receiving notification, please make sure Toni 

Brannon has your number.  

 

We also need to be sure that we have your correct details for 

contact for other notifications and  the Teller. Please make 

sure, especially if you pay standing order set up with your 

bank that you update these regularly. 

 

For those of you who are on the Members Products and  

Services page, again, we need all your up to date contact  

details and products so that we can keep the page up to date. It 

is difficult if we refer an enquiry there and they cannot contact 

you for work because the phone number or e-mail address is 

out of date.  

Zions Hill Country Fair 

 
Zions Hill at Chandlers Ford is a wood next to a leisure centre. It is a lovely venue, with our members 

being spread over two ‘Zones’. Most were in the ‘Coppice Zone’ along the side of a track, which 

worked quite well this year as there were plenty of spaces. Two others were in the ‘Oak Zone’, one 

along the track and the other in a clearing.  

 

We put on a good show with a wide range of products being demonstrated. There was a nice layed 

hedge demonstration using hazel rods in the ground, which looked quite realistic, especially as it was 

under the trees, and the hazel leaves didn’t wilt through the day. There were also two bonsai example 

in troughs which were very nice and unusual too. There was gipsy peg and flower making, rake  

making, mainly the pegs for the teeth , pimp making, and spoon carving. Added to the list was some 

leather tooling, which while not exactly a coppice craft, ties in with the ‘Oak Zone’ as it used  

vegetable tanned leather, which almost certainly contains some extracts of oak or chestnut in the  

tanning process.  

 

The weather was kind to us as it stayed dry with little wind all day. Those 

of us shaded by trees, which I think was most members of HCCG, were 

quite comfortable and apart from some huge mosquitoes, which didn't 

seem to cause any reaction on biting, it was lovely. We were able to  

explain our craft to quite a lot of people, most of whom had no concept of 

coppice work, and as this is one of the few shows that still pays us to demonstrate, I think the visitors 

got their moneys worth. We had one visitor who was a ‘tree preservationist’, but once we had  

explained why there was virtually nothing growing in our part of the wood but oak and holly, I think 

he at least considered what we had to say.  


